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These contemporary pop songs are masterfully produced in a range of styles, beautiful and fun that

celebrate the gifts in all of us: strength, beauty, courage, compassion, hope, joy, talent, imagination,

reverence, wisdom, love and faith. 14 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: Children's Pop, POP: Today's Top 40

Details: The Twelve Gifts of Birth CD, original songs inspired by Charlene Costanzo's book, is not typical

children's music. This stunning musical production combines the angelic voice of Susan Kay Wyatt with

an adult and children's chorus, inspiring and healing the listener on an epic musical journey that explores

the gifts we all possess. Along this journey are meditative pop sounds and exciting percussive tracks,

including gospel, hip-hop, calypso and traditional jazz. This music is for every child and the child in every

adult. Susan Kay Wyatt is a dynamic vocal artist and songwriter dedicated to inspiring adults and children

alike with her message of empowerment and passion for love and life. Her previous works include Speak

the Word and Something Sacred Here. Now she teams up with neuroscientist Rob Peters and music

therapist Kasi Peters to co-write and co-produce The Twelve Gifts of Birth. Together they share a

common passion and the urgent need to spread the message that we are all born with the gifts of

strength, beauty, courage, compassion, hope, joy, talent, imagination, reverence, wisdom and faith.

Parents, you will listen to this CD even when your kids are not in the car! Teachers, you will want to share

and sing this music with your students and watch and feel them connect to their inner greatness! Go to

thetwelvegiftsto download a free companion guide designed for use in the classroom! If you are in a choir,

adult or child, you will want to perform this music. If you need a little reminder of who you are or just some

good music you will want to listen over and over again.
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